Metal Table
Screens
Now Open for Orders
3-4 Week Lead Time

Allsteel universal metal table-mounted screens offer a cleanable, easily retrofitted solution to create boundaries within the workplace.
Available in 20"H and 25"H, metal screens offer users a sense of privacy while also providing a magnetic surface for posting notes or
an optional marker board finish as a writable surface. Extended lateral screens offer an additional 12" boundary between users.
Description

SPLA Model

Mtl Table Screen, 20"H x 451/2"W (for 48"W)

ASIMTLSCRN2048

Mtl Table Screen, 20"H x 51 1/2"W (for 54"W)

ASIMTLSCRN2054

Mtl Table Screen, 20"H x 571/2"W (for 60"W)

ASIMTLSCRN2060

Mtl Table Screen, 20"H x 63 1/2"W (for 66"W)

ASIMTLSCRN2066

Mtl Table Screen, 25"H x 451/2"W (for 48"W)

ASIMTLSCRN2548

Mtl Table Screen, 25"H x 51 1/2"W (for 54"W)

ASIMTLSCRN2554

Mtl Table Screen, 25"H x 571/2"W (for 60"W)

ASIMTLSCRN2560

Mtl Lat Screen 20"H x 21"D (for 24"D)

ASIMTLSCRN2024

Mtl Lat Screen 20"H x 25"D (for 27"-30"D)

ASIMTLSCRN2030

Mtl Lat Screen 20"H x 34"D (for 36"D)

ASIMTLSCRN2036

Mtl Lat Screen 25"H x 21"D (for 24"D)

ASIMTLSCRN2524

Mtl Lat Screen 25"H x 25"D (for 30"D)

ASIMTLSCRN2530

Mtl Lat Screen 25"H x 34"D (for 36"D)

ASIMTLSCRN2536

Mtl Extended Screen 20"H x 333/8"D (for 24"D)

ASIMTLEXSCRN2036

Mtl Extended Screen 20"H x 373/8"D (for 30"D)

ASIMTLEXSCRN2042

Mtl Extended Screen 25"H x 333/8"D (for 24"D)

ASIMTLEXSCRN2536

Mtl Extended Screen 25"H x 37"D (for 30"D)

ASIMTLEXSCRN2542

Offered in 32 standard Allsteel powder-coat paint finishes, including a marker board finish. P2 is $20
upcharge, P3 is $40 upcharge, P6 (marker board) is a $100 upcharge. Bracket will match the finish of
the screen.
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Screens are offered as extended lateral (for 24" or
30"D worksurfaces), lateral (for 24", 30", or 36"D
surfaces), or table-mounted configurations (for 48"
through 66"W worksurfaces).
Screen depths are undersized to accommodate
Further™ or Altitude® worksurface depths but can
also be added to panel systems or tables products.
Brackets attach to the top of the worksurface using
an industrial grade adhesive. Installation does not
require any drilling or defacing of the worksurface.
Screens and brackets may be removed in the future,
if desired.
The front of the bracket has a beveled zinc cap,
and the back of the bracket has exposed hardware.
Brackets are non-handed so that the front and
back can be oriented either direction, based on
the application.
Screens meet or exceed ANSI/BIFMA X5.5-2014
Sections 4.6 and 9.

Acrylic Table
Screens
Now Open for Orders
3-4 Week Lead Time

Allsteel universal acrylic table mounted screens offer a cleanable, easily retrofitted solution to create boundaries within the workplace.
Available in 20"H and 25"H, acrylic screens offer users protection and personal division within a workspace. Extended lateral screens
offer an additional 12" boundary between users.
Description

SPLA Model

Acry Table Screen, 20H" x 451/2"W (for 48"W)

ASIACRYSCRN2048

Acry Table Screen, 20"H x 51 1/2"W (for 54"W)

ASIACRYSCRN2054

Acry Table Screen, 20"H x 571/2"W (for 60"W)

ASIACRYSCRN2060

Acry Table Screen, 20"H x 63 1/2"W (for 66"W)

ASIACRYSCRN2066

Acry Table Screen, 25"H x 451/2"W (for 48W")

ASIACRYSCRN2548

Acry Table Screen, 25"H x 51 1/2"W (for 54"W)

ASIACRYSCRN2554

Acry Table Screen, 25"H x 571/2"W (for 60"W)

ASIACRYSCRN2560

Acry Table Screen, 25"H x 63 1/2"W (for 66"W)

ASIACRYSCRN2566

Acry Lat Screen 20"H x 21"D (for 24"D)

ASIACRYSCRN2024

Acry Lat Screen 20"H x 25"D (for 30"D)

ASIACRYSCRN2030

Acry Lat Screen 20"H x 34"D (for 36"D)

ASIACRYSCRN2036

Acry Lat Screen 25"H x 21"D (for 24"D)

ASIACRYSCRN2524

Acry Lat Screen 25"H x 25"D (for 30"D)

ASIACRYSCRN2530

Acry Lat Screen 25"H x 34"D (for 36"D)

ASIACRYSCRN2536

Acry Extended Screen 20"H x 333/8"D (for 24"D)

ASIACRYEXSCRN2036

Acry Extended Screen 20"H x 333/8"D (for 24"D)

ASIACRYEXSCRN2042

Acry Extended Screen 20"H x 37"D (for 30"D)

ASIACRYEXSCRN2536

Acry Extended Screen 25"H x 37"D (for 30"D)

ASIACRYEXSCRN2542

Bracket color must be specified. Available in Allsteel Standard Paints. P2 is $10 upcharge, P3 is $15 upcharge.
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Screens are offered as extended lateral (for 24" or
30"D worksurfaces), lateral (for 24", 30", or 36"D
surfaces), or table-mounted configurations (for 48"
through 66"W worksurfaces).
Screen depths are undersized to accommodate
Further™ or Altitude® worksurface depths but can
also be added to panel systems or tables products.
Brackets attach to the top of the worksurface using
an industrial grade adhesive. Installation does not
require any drilling or defacing of the worksurface.
Screens and brackets may be removed in the future,
if desired.
The front of the bracket has a beveled zinc cap,
and the back of the bracket has exposed hardware.
Brackets are non-handed so that the front and
back can be oriented either direction, based on
the application.
Screens are made of 0.170" thick high-impact
clear acrylic.
Screens meet or exceed ANSI/BIFMA X5.5-2014
Sections 4.6 and 9.

Acrylic
Freestanding
Screens
Now Open for Orders
3-4 Week Lead Time

Acrylic Freestanding Screens offer a cleanable, transparent solution to create a protective
barrier between users. Models with a transaction cut-out are a solution for reception and
other front-desk applications. Varying screen sizes provide solutions for different types of
spaces. From a large reception desk to a smaller check-in space, this screen solution blocks
germs without interrupting communication.
Screens are supported by two black feet. Feet are only available in a black finish.
Feet dimensions are 12"H x 10 5/8"W.
Screens are offered as a freestanding solution and do not adhere or mount to
a worksurface or tabletop.
Transaction cut-out screens stand 36"H and are offered in 30", 36", and 48"W.
Freestanding screen without a cut-out is available in 24" or 30"H and 30", 36", or 48"W.
Screens are made of 0.220" thick high-impact clear acrylic.
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Description

SPLA Model

Acry Freestanding Screen Cutout 36"H x 30"W

ASIACRYFSSCRNC3630

Acry Freestanding Screen Cutout 36"H x 36"W

ASIACRYFSSCRNC3636

Acry Freestanding Screen Cutout 36"H x 48"W

ASIACRYFSSCRNC3648

Acry Freestanding Screen 24"H x 30"W

ASIACRYFSSCRNX2430

Acry Freestanding Screen 24"H x 36"W

ASIACRYFSSCRNX2436

Acry Freestanding Screen 24"H x 48"W

ASIACRYFSSCRNX2448

Acry Freestanding Screen 36"H x 30"W

ASIACRYFSSCRNX3630

Acry Freestanding Screen 36"H x 36"W

ASIACRYFSSCRNX3630

Acry Freestanding Screen 36"H x 48"W

ASIACRYFSSCRNX3648

Hands-Free
Pulls
Now Open for Orders
3-4 Week Lead Time

Allsteel foot and arm pulls allow for hands-free entry on any latch-less
door. A hands-free operation helps to prevent cross-contamination in high
traffic areas. The hands-free pulls are shipped with mounting hardware to
accommodate either metal or solid wood doors and are offered in either
a pack of 5 or 15.
Hands-free pulls are ideal for high-traffic areas.

Arm Pull

Foot Pull

7 3/8" H x 2 1/2"W x 4 1/2"D

1 5/8" H x 5"W x 3 1/4"D

Hands-free pulls can be installed in minutes using the included
mounting hardware.
Toothed edge on foot pull ensures a no-slip grip.
Offered in Textured Titanium (P8V) and Textured Black (P6P).
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Description

SPLA Model

Allsteel Door Foot Pull 5 PACK

ASIFOOTPULL5

Allsteel Door Foot Pull 15 PACK

ASIFOOTPULL15

Allsteel Hands Free Door Arm Pull 5 PACK

ASIARMPULL5

Allsteel Hands Free Door Arm Pull 15 PACK

ASIARMPULL15

Height-Adjustable
Table Foot Control
Now Open for Orders
3-4 Week Lead Time

The Allsteel height-adjustable table foot control allows for hands-free
adjustment at any Altitude® A6 or A3 table. Hands-free operation helps
prevent the spread of germs, making this control a great solution for
individual or shared workspaces.
Compatible with the existing Altitude A3 and the
new Altitude A6 height-adjustable tables.
Available in grey only.
Wireless design offers clean and functional solution.
Can be paired with a standard control pad for dual
control function.
Easy to install instructions for retrofitting current
workstations or adding on to new Altitude A6
workstations.

1 5/8" x 7 7/8"W x 4 1/8"D

Requires 2 AAA batteries. Batteries not included.

Allsteel Inc.
Muscatine, Iowa 52761
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Description

SPLA Model

A3/A6 Wireless Foot Control Pad

A6FOOTCNTL

Hand Sanitizer
Solutions
Now Open for Orders
3-4 Week Lead Time

Allsteel offers an easy and accessible sanitizing solution, helping employees stay
bacteria-free while moving throughout the office. Incorporating freestanding
stations within the facility aids in preventing the transfer of germs between
meetings and high-traffic areas. Bottle holders at individual workstations free
up valuable workspace to allow for easy surface cleaning while promoting
more frequent sanitizing.

Panel Mount

Ideal for high-traffic areas and workstations.
Available freestanding on base and mounted to panel wall or tool
rail and tile.

Tool Rail / Tile Mount

Metal freestanding base for added stability. Drip tray prevents
sanitizer spills.
Holder is compatible with most standard hand sanitizer dispensers.
Easy installation: holder for panel or tool rail and tile can be attached
through the pre-drilled holes or via double-sided tape. Additional
mounting holes can be drilled to fit a non-standard dispenser.

Free Standing

Velcro attachment can be used to hold other disinfectants.
Hand sanitizer dispenser sold separately.

Description

SPLA Model

Freestanding Hand Sanitizer Stand
with Drip Tray

ASISANSTND

Panel Mount / Wall Mount Hand
Sanitizer Bottle Holder

SPLA-HC-ACCYHRDWP.M505015.PAINT

Tool Tile / Tool Rail Mounted Hand
Sanitizer Bottle Holder

SPLA-HC-ACCYHRDWP.M505017.PAINT

Offered in 32 standard Allsteel powder-coat paint finishes. P2 is $13 upcharge; P3 is $22 upcharge.

Allsteel Inc.
Muscatine, Iowa 52761
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Wall Mounted
Sanitizer Holder
Now Open for Orders
3-4 Week Lead Time

Having a place to hold hand sanitizers either on panels or architectural walls,
keeps items in consistent locations and prevents cluttering a table or worksurface.
The hand sanitizer holder can be inserted into Beyond's slotted standards
between panels. The holder is designed to fit most 8 oz bottles of hand sanitizer.
This model contains the following parts: a left-hand and a right-hand bracket
that fit into Beyond's 5/8" slotted standards, a metal holder that screws into the
bracket, and a hardware pack with 4 screws. Only one bracket is needed for
installation and the holder can be positioned in a right, left or centered location.
The metal mount can be finished in any Beyond or Aspect standard
painted metal finishes. It will be painted in an anodized-like silver
powder coat if anodized clear is selected.
To attach the mount to Aspect, no bracket is needed. Simply screw the
bracket into Aspect between the door jamb and panel vertical.
If mounting into a panel system, a different bracket is needed to work
with furniture's 1/2" slotted standards (see Hand Sanitizer Solutions).
The mount can also be screwed into drywall with no bracket needed.

Metal Holder

Beyond Bracket

Description

SPLA Model

Hand Sanitizer Holder – Clear Anodized*

SPLW-SANITIZER.M505403.AALCLR

Hand Sanitizer Holder – Painted

SPLW-SANITIZER.M505403.PNT_ _ _**

*Note: Holder will be painted in a light silver powder coat to match anodized.

**Choose from 30 Beyond and Aspect standard painted metal options. See Beyond and Aspect specification guides for full listing of finishes.
4-5 week lead time when ordered with Aspect finishes. 6-8 week lead time when ordered with Beyond finishes.
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Altitude A8 Screens
Now Available in
Contourett
®

A Durable & Easy-to-Clean Polyurethane
Now Open for Orders

Altitude A8 screens create a natural privacy barrier above and below
the worksurface. The A8 screen extends 21¾" above and 10" below the
worksurface, creating a boundary around your personal workspace in a
clean and attractive way. As workspace design evolves, creating a sense
of physical privacy and personal space can help promote individual
well-being. Adding a privacy screen, like an A8 screen, to compatible
work surfaces offers the much-needed personal perimeter we now look
for in our workspace.

A8 screen kits (U, Rectangle) are now available in Contourett, a nontackable 100% polyurethane, a durable and easy-to-clean surface that
allows for the use of a variety of cleaning agents.
Material Cleaning Resources

Statement of Line

48" 54" 60" 66" 72"
Rectangle Screen Kit

48" 54" 60" 66" 72"
U Screen Kit

Available to order as a Standard Special in Contourett colors

Crater

Steel

Taupe

Cloud

Luggage

Nimbus

Sage

Marine

Graphite

Ocean

Navy

Size / Shape

SPLA Model

48" U

SPLA-A8-FABSCRNPNTA.M505257.FABRIC.PAINT

54" U

SPLA-A8-FABSCRNPNTA.M505258.FABRIC.PAINT

60" U

SPLA-A8-FABSCRNPNTB.M505259.FABRIC.PAINT

66" U

SPLA-A8-FABSCRNPNTB.M505260.FABRIC.PAINT

72" U

SPLA-A8-FABSCRNPNTB.M505261.FABRIC.PAINT

48" Rectangle

SPLA-A8-FABSCRNPNTA.M505262.FABRIC.PAINT

54" Rectangle

SPLA-A8-FABSCRNPNTA.M505263.FABRIC.PAINT

60" Rectangle

SPLA-A8-FABSCRNPNTB.M505264.FABRIC.PAINT

66" Rectangle

SPLA-A8-FABSCRNPNTB.M505265.FABRIC.PAINT

72" Rectangle

SPLA-A8-FABSCRNPNTB.M505266.FABRIC.PAINT

Specifying for Freestanding
Worksurfaces
Altitude A8 screens are designed to fit on Altitude

worksurfaces, which are undersized by 2" to allow for heightadjustable motion. This is a common design for height-

adjustable worksurfaces, but there are a few steps to take to
verify non-Altitude worksurfaces are compatible.
1.

2.
3.

Understand measurements of worksurface
Match with correct A8 screen size

Consider clearance of modesty screen

and mounting brackets

Example: 48" Altitude Worksurface (AF5RS4824) is actually 46".
A 48" U-Screen kit would be the correct screen size to specify
with this worksurface.

Allsteel Customer Support is available to verify when needed.

How to Clean
Contourett
For wet spills, gently blot with dry cloth to remove spill.

For dried spills, gently work the spill in a non-aggressive circular motion using a damp cloth, making sure to not oversaturate the fabric.

For dried stains, use a mixture of Tide or Oxiclean and warm water (1 teaspoon of soap for every 16 ounces of water). Follow instructions
for dried spills above. Make sure to wipe away any excess soap left behind and remove any moisture with a dry cloth.

For non-liquid spills, always remove excess contaminant from surface before cleaning. The use of a soft brush or soft abrasive can be
used to remove dried contaminants before performing liquid cleaning.

For healthcare related stains, a water-to-bleach solution of 5:1 is recommended. Rinse cleaned area with water.

For stains requiring the use of a solvent, spray the solvent directly onto the stain and allow it to sit for 2-3 minutes, avoiding over
saturating the fabric. Follow directions for dried stains above.
Always allow fabric to air dry.

Approved Cleaners for Contourett
It is important to remember that after use of any cleaning agent, the fabric should be rinsed with water and wiped dry to remove any

remaining residue or moisture. Approved cleaning agents include Shockwave, Recon, Benefect, Microban, Greased Lightning Degreaser,
Lysol Wipes, Diluted bleach solution (5:1 water to bleach), Dispatch Disinfectant Towels with bleach, PDI Sani-Hands Wipes, PDI Super

Sani-Cloth Germicidal Disposable Wipes, Diversity Morning Mist Neutral Disinfectant Cleaner, Virex 256, Fantastik, Oxycide, Formula 409.
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